The HEART and INTENT behind our Camps & Events...

2021 ECF Camps Report

All StuMin Special Events are an extension of the investment into our Children/Youth’s journey of Faith. Adding these outlets to on-going programing only
extends the reach into our students’ hearts and understanding of Jesus. Altering the settings and environments [camps, day trips, and mission trips] provides
more creative outlets for teaching & relationship building, which challenges the students to grow through these unique experiences. The monetary investment
for the families and ECF are strategic ways to continue to heighten the spiritual experience of all students who choose to participate in these offerings. Other
benefits include; participation and growth of lay-leaders, exposure of ECF to other facets/organizations and traditions that younger generations/families can
anticipate participating in. Thank you for taking the time to learn about this past season’s offerings by our Kids and Youth Ministries.

This being our first major event since 2/2020, we
went big! Traveling farther than ever before for a
camp, we chose to head Idaho. Partnering with a
church for lodging, we were able to use more of our
budget to raise the fun factor with 2 day passes for
Silverwood Theme Park. This was an absolute hit
with our youth as we spent most of our 2 days at
the park. All the park experiences were enhanced
by our communal living at the church, as we ate
together, played games and worshiped as we dove
into the Bible. This camp kicked off the YM summer
teaching emphasis/focus on spiritual disciplines. As
life was retuning to more familiar ways, we wanted
to provide a scriptural path to re-establishing
healthy habits when it comes to time with God,
relationships and community engagement. Out of
our 14 students, 5 were teens who do not attend
ECF, which we were able to establish friendships
with.

We we’re beyond ecstatic to be able to finally
provide a camp experience for our Kids. Even though
this was different than our typical week long over
night experience, it was still incredible to come
together for a day-camp to worship, learn and play.
We still partnered with our multi-year partners
(Canyon Hills and Highlands Community) to pool our
resources and abilities in providing an exceptional
journey. Our theme this year coincided with the
summer Olympics, and focused on Hebrews 12:1-2,
culminating in topics such as; What is the Race?
What’s Holding you Back? How to Run with
Endurance, Where is your Hope During your Race?
Our teaching time was proceeded with great worship
and followed by outdoor games that helped our 9
Kids (along with others) practice what they had
learned. We’ve renewed our contract with Lake
Retreat for summer of 2022, so we’re extremely
excited to be back there as we continue the rich
history of our Kids Camp.

Since we’re making up for lost 2020 opportunities,
we hosted 2 youth camps this summer! Made
possible through the generosity of the Seo family,
who provided their Lake Chelan vacation home at
no cost, we were able to do a second a camp and
pick up where we left off in Idaho. With 14 students
(3 visitors), we continued our teaching emphasis of
Spiritual Disciplines, while enjoying our private
beach, pool and other amenities. For our night out,
we rented the oldest operating movie theater in the
country for a private viewing of Guardians of the
Galaxy. We also enjoyed hikes and some time in
Leavenworth on our way there and on our return.
We strongly believe that by providing these
experiences/opportunities, we are able to invest
and guide our teens through these rough waters
and all the societal pressures on their identity. It
doesn't mean that they wont have challenges, but
as we all know, life is hard, but it’s harder alone.

In 2021 a total of 4 students benefited from
Calvin’s fund in addition to supplemental funding
of $600 that went towards our 3 events.
Calvin’s Fund is our scholarship and supplemental fund that ECF members contributed to during our 2018 auction/fundraiser event, helping raise over $13K. We named the fund after Calvin Tang,
who after only a short 11 weeks on earth, went to be with Jesus. Even though we did not get to know him during his time with us, his legacy continues to bless students each and every year.
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